The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) and detector systems of the ATLAS experiment deploy more than 3000 computers, running more than 15000 concurrent processes, to perform the selection, recording and monitoring of the proton collisions data in ATLAS. Most of these processes produce and share operational monitoring data used for inter-process communication and analysis of the systems. Few of these data are archived by dedicated applications into conditions and histogram databases. The rest of the data remained transient and lost at the end of a data taking session. To save these data for later, offline analysis of the quality of data taking and to help investigating the behavior of the system by experts, the first prototype of a new Persistent Back-End for the Atlas Information System of TDAQ (P-BEAST) was developed and deployed in the second half of 2012. The modern, distributed, and Java-based Cassandra database has been used as the storage technology and the CERN EOS for long-term storage. This paper provides details of the architecture and the experience with such a system during the last months of the first LHC Run. It explains why that very promising prototype has failed and how it was reimplemented using the Google C++ protobuf technology. It finally presents the new architecture and details of the service, which will be used during second LHC Run.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE ATLAS experiment is one of the large generalpurpose detectors installed at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The experiment relies on a complex and highly distributed TDAQ system [1] . The Information Service (IS) [2] is one of TDAQ services, and it is used for online monitoring of the whole system and ATLAS sub-detectors. It is implemented as a set of CORBA server applications running on dedicated computers at ATLAS experiment area (inside Point-1). Any TDAQ or detector application can publish information objects of various types on such servers and read any information objects from them, can subscribe on updates of the information objects and be notified on changes. The publishing rates vary widely. Peaks in the rates appear when the system is changing state or data taking conditions.
The IS is not a persistent storage, that means the experts cannot access IS information offline. There are several applications archiving part of the data to offline databases. The P-BEAST adds generic persistency to the IS data and provides facilities for their retrieval and analysis.
The P-BEAST can be used by experts to get a holistic view on the system online parameters of certain elements of the system that took place in the past, e.g. to understand behavior Manuscript received May 22, 2014. I. Soloviev is with UCI, Irvine, CA, USA (e-mail: isolov@cern.ch). A. Sicoe is with CERN, Geneva, Switzerland (email: asicoe@cern.ch) of some part of the system, to see a difference between data taking sessions, to investigate problems, correlate data, prepare reports, etc.
From the functional point of view the P-BEAST has to be configurable to select which IS data have to be archived, to gather this information online and to insert it into a database, as shown on figure 1. It has to be able to handle time-based queries with information objects and attribute names as selection criteria. The graphical user interface should be able to correlate and aggregate results of such queries prior to display to a user. One needs take into account the evolution in time of the monitoring data types, so it has to support possible IS schema changes between data taking sessions. By end of the first LHC run the P-BEAST archived history of changes of ~5 millions independent variables (i.e. attributes of information objects) published by the TDAQ applications producing 30-50 GB of data files per day. The peak update rates registered by P-BEAST reached 20K object updates (IS callbacks) per second. These facts give an idea about the scalability and performance requirements for such service.
There are some limitations restricting the P-BEAST implementation. It may not introduce any backpressure on the IS, so it has to be able to absorb high publishing rate peaks. The resources for P-BEAST implementation are limited in terms of number of computers and their disk sizes on Point-1 and outgoing network bandwidth, which means the archived data have to be compacted and moved outside Point-1 on a long term storage with larger disk capacity.
II. THE FIRST IMPLEMENTATION: CASSANDRA DATABASE
A lot of different technologies were evaluated for P-BEAST storage mechanism in 2011.
In most cases the specialized tools to handle monitoring time series data have been ruled out because of lack of generality and loss of granularity of data in time. The relational databases were rejected because of two main reasons. A simple mapping of IS schema on relational model is possible, but it cannot provide the schema evolution of monitoring data. It can be achieved by saving data in a schema independent format, that results extra data conversion during write and read operations, complicates design and maintenance, and increases the database size. Moreover, the high rates of insertion are problematic for relational databases and require costly solutions.
The NoSQL databases look like much more attractive for P-BEAST needs. They have different data models and architectures, but share several commonalities important for P-BEAST implementation such as schema flexibility, horizontal scalability, high performance. Finally the Apache Cassandra database has been chosen since at the time of evaluation it was the most performant, durable, fault tolerant and widely used [3] .
Several Cassandra deployment models have been tested during prototyping. In the first model two Cassandra databases have been deployed: one inside Point-1 getting data from IS and replicating to a second external database running on virtual computers with dedicated disks hosted by the CERN information technology department (IT). The second database was supposed to be used for data analysis and user queries. After some experience this approach was abandoned because of hardly configurable replication data traffic (to our surprise going in both directions). Thus only the external database remained with direct write access from Point-1. This was not a reliable approach, since data archiving is impossible, if the link between Point-1 and IT is cut. After three months of usage and several unexpected crashes of virtual computers the Cassandra database went into a corrupted state despite of the replication mechanism which was used for the database repository.
In the second half of 2012 the final deployment of Cassandra was done. The latest stable version of the database was installed on 3 new powerful computers inside Point-1 (12 cores, 24 GB RAM, 4x1 TB RAID each). It was decided to keep replication factor of two for the repository to be able to shutdown a computer for maintenance while keeping the database system in a functional state. The amount of disk space available in this cluster was sufficient to keep 6 weeks of archived data, so the data older than 4 weeks were moved to EOS [4] in compressed JSON format. The Cassandra database was rather stable with this setup and there were no errors accessing it. However in real life this approach also failed because of an issue with data deletion and insufficient disk space. A deletion of data in Cassandra does not mean that the data are immediately removed and the disk space occupied by them is freed. Instead a deletion of data results in yet another write of a special data marker. The disk is freed physically only during the compaction operation (normally it is automatic and performed rarely), that to be successful has to meet several conditions. One of these conditions is to have at least half of the disk space free. At some moment the compaction operation was successful on two computers only (took 60 hours!) and failed on the third one. As a result only 49% of free space on disk remained and 51% were occupied by Cassandra data, that became a fatal problem, since then the compaction was never successful. In the end the first LHC run finished before the disk became completely full.
Apart of the deployment and operational problems discussed above, there are other observations presented below.
The Cassandra data model is not ideal for P-BEAST needs but with minor duplication of some information it is rather acceptable. Moreover Cassandra adds to every piece of data it's own insertion timestamp, that unfortunately cannot be substituted by the IS data timestamp and results in ~30% increase of used disk space.
There was no good solution to query data stored on EOS. Initially it was supposed to insert them back to Cassandra taking into account time ranges of user query, but a latency of such query will be too high and the data deletion issues will be even worse.
Finally, the Cassandra implementation was not fully functional from the IS design and implementation points of view. Only support for primitive attribute types was implemented. Arrays and nested types were not supported. Deletion of IS objects (i.e. end of data validity) was ignored. Schema versioning was not supported either. Also, the fact that the IS callbacks may come chronologically unordered was not taken into account. There are no doubts, that all this missing functionality could be implemented with Cassandra. It is also clear, that such implementation will be more complicated and will slow down P-BEAST performance. However even this simplified implementation using three powerful computers was not able to cope with highest peaks of update rates, and several times we got IS non-responsive client errors meaning P-BEAST was too slow to get all IS data and some data were lost.
III. THE NEW IMPLEMENTATION
Experience with the Cassandra database has shown that with some improvements and better hardware it can be used as an intermediate buffer between IS and long-term EOS storage, but definitely can not store all data because of too inefficient disk usage: from 12 TB totally available on 3 computers one cannot use more then 2¼ TB for the data themselves taking into account replication factor two for database reliability and a need to start major compaction to remove old data at 40% of disk occupancy.
It has been decided that we have to design and implement a system that will use the same database technology for both the intermediate storage at Point-1 and the long-term storage on EOS. The choice was to implement our own efficient binary format with random data access based on the Google protocol buffer encoding [5] for data compactness, high performance, cross-platform and programming language interoperability. The work has been started after the first LHC run was finished. The first functional prototype has been implemented by end of summer 2013. Since then there were a number of improvements, and the work is still ongoing. At present it is compatible with all data types supported by IS including primitive types, their arrays, nested types and deletion of IS objects. It takes into account chronological disordering of IS callbacks. The new P-BEAST is implemented in the C++ programming language and demonstrates good performance. It is expected that only one computer will be sufficient to archive all TDAQ operational monitoring data.
A. Data Storage
The new P-BEAST can save data of any type supported by IS, whose data model is based on the following approach:
• the basic data entity is a named object (with unique ID);
• objects with common properties are described by a class; • object properties are described by a set of named attributes and relations; • an attribute describes data of primitive types like integers and floating-point numbers, strings, enumerations, dates and times, or arrays of primitive types; • a relation is used to describe nested IS types, when one object includes another object or array of them; • simple inheritance between classes is supported. P-BEAST tries to achieve the maximum compactness of the saved data, so the fine-grained description is used at the IS objects attributes level, i.e. only information about updated values of attributes is stored in database. The minimal piece of data is a time series data point, that represents a value of an attribute, a timestamp when it was set and a timestamp when the object updated last time keeping the value of attribute unchanged. For example, if an object with two attributes A and B was updated a number of times: Then the data points for attribute A are:
{a1,(t1,t3)},{a2,(t4,t5)} and for attribute B:
{b1,(t1,t1)},{b2,(t2,t3)},{b3,(t4,t4)},{b4,(t5,t5}
P-BEAST saves data to files. A file contains a set of data points for several objects of an attribute of a class saved in custom binary format based on Google protocol buffer encoding. It provides compatibility of binary format for different programming languages and hardware platforms. Also, this encoding allows storing integer numbers in sizeefficient way using varints. Varints are a method of serializing integers using one or more bytes. Smaller numbers take a smaller number of bytes. Each byte in a varint, except the last byte, has the most significant bit set -this indicates that there are further bytes to come. The lower 7 bits of each byte are used to store the two's complement representation of the number in groups of 7 bits, least significant group first. Since many IS data, their relative timestamps and the validity ranges are rather small integer numbers, the usage of varints gives significant size benefits. At the same time it was decided not to use the protocol buffer message format, since it does not allow random access to data inside a file (whole file has to be read instead of small fraction of it when necessary) and brings extra size overhead for message keys.
For optimal write performance P-BEAST saves data to file sequentially in one go. First it saves the header containing information about the attribute such as the data type, the base timestamp, the timestamp precision, and the data compression methods. Then there are the time series data themselves saved per object as an array of triplets: timestamp, length of validity interval and the data point value. After these data a catalog with information about names of objects and their offsets inside the data file is written. The final 8 bytes is the offset of the catalog in the file. The internal structure of P-BEAST data file is shown below on figure 2: The P-BEAST allows random read access of a data file. Firstly it reads the header, the offset of the catalog and the catalog itself (for large files it is negligible part of the file). Then, knowing the names of the objects to read, the P-BEAST can randomly access data per object ID.
Both, the file catalog and the data themselves can be compressed using zip format. To keep advantage of the random data access, the data can be compressed independently by object. In addition, if the data type is a string, then such strings can be catalogued, i.e. for every object's data there is a dictionary of strings and the data points are referencing strings in this dictionary. For real TDAQ IS data of string type this approach allows to compress files by an order of O(100).
The files are stored in P-BEAST repositories, organized with the following directories hierarchy representing TDAQ partitions and IS classes used by them:
• partitions o classes end~of~validity • data files attributes
• data files types & descriptions meta files A data file contains a time series of data points for a single attribute and some time interval. The information about the time interval is encoded in the name of file as the base timestamp (number of seconds since epoch) and the maximum time series age (number of seconds since the base timestamp).
The end~of~validity directory contains data files with information when an object was explicitly destroyed in IS (the data type used for such files is void and the length of time series validity interval is always zero).
The types and descriptions meta files store information about attribute type and description. Such information is stored as a normal P-BEAST data file of string type and can be modified between data taking runs to support IS schema versioning.
There are several P-BEAST repositories. First type of repositories contains many fresh data files with relatively short time series age (few hours). After awhile such files are merged into large files with long time series age (weeks), compressed and moved to the repository of second type. Both repositories of first and second types are located on Point-1. The data files from second repository are copied to EOS and deleted based on age, when free disk space goes below certain limit.
B. Service Architecture
The P-BEAST service implements two main functions:
• Gather and save IS data to P-BEAST database;
• Provide access to online and saved data on request. The service is implemented by several cooperating online applications running on dedicated P-BEAST computers.
The receiver application is used to gather monitoring data from the IS servers of the TDAQ partition, to buffer and process them in memory removing duplicated values (data compaction) and reordering data of IS callbacks chronologically, and to save data to P-BEAST files on local file system. In addition, the receiver provides a CORBA interface to access data which are not yet saved to files and requested by clients which need the latest history of monitoring data.
Another application is the merger, which periodically checks the state of the P-BEAST repository and merges many small data files above a certain age produced by the receiver into large files. Such large files will be stored on the central Point-1 repository (until it gets full) and copied to EOS by a script for long-term storage.
Finally, there will be a P-BEAST server application (the work on the server is ongoing) providing a CORBA interface to access the repository and other servers. Both the merger and the repository server are running one instance per P-BEAST computer, as shown on figure 3 . There is at least one receiver instance per TDAQ partition. The results of recent performance tests show that for the IS data rates we had during first LHC run, one new P-BEAST receiver per partition will be enough. Nevertheless, the design of the service allows running several receivers per partition on different computers to split the load between them in case of insufficient performance.
To get P-BEAST data one has to send a request to the server, which in turn may access several sources. Depending on the request time intervals a server reads data from the Point-1 and EOS repositories, the servers running on local repositories of P-BEAST computers (i.e. non-merged data files) and from partition receivers (i.e. not yet saved data), if they are running, as shown on figure 4:
Fig. 4. P-BEAST Service and Clients
The benefit of the used CORBA interface for data access is interoperability, i.e. the clients can be written on many programming languages. Also, they can be run on remote computers which do not have direct access to P-BEAST files.
C. Implementation Details
There are several important details, which may heavily affect the performance of the service and cause various issues.
One such detail is the number of data files in the repository and per directory, which depend on the ages of the data series stored per file. It is important to keep the number of files per directory relatively small, since the read performance of the ext4 Linux file system used on P-BEAST computers significantly degrades when the number of files per directory exceeds certain limits [6] . In our tests we started to have problems with O(10 4 ) files per directory. Thus we cannot keep too many small files. From another side the files storing data series for very big time interval are not efficient for small time range requests. The maximum ages of data series per file are configurable in the receiver and merger applications. The optimal configuration we are using allows to stay far away from the file system performance limits and sets maximum data series age to two hours in the receiver application and to one week in the merger. Thus a single directory of local repository will have less than 200 files, and a single directory of EOS repository will have an order of 1000 files after 20 years of non-stop ATLAS data taking.
Another important implementation detail is the algorithm of the receiver application for the data compaction and reordering. This algorithm has a maximum IS callback delay 
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and periodically processes buffered data above this delay. Because the algorithm and functions inserting new IS data are sharing the same synchronization facilities, the insertion of new data is complicated while the algorithm is running. Thus the fast execution of the algorithm is a critical requirement to avoid IS callback timeouts resulting in loss of monitoring data and backpressure on the IS service. The algorithm is implemented as a set of concurrent tasks executed on a thread pool. The number of threads in the pool is configurable and by default is set to ¾ of total number of cores available on P-BEAST computer. The 12 physical cores (24 taking into account hyper-threading) available on present P-BEAST computer result the worst-case algorithm execution time below 300 ms, whereas the IS callback timeout is set to 1000 ms. The new hardware expected to be installed by end of 2014 will have at least 24 physical cores (48 with hyper-threading) that should improve the situation even more.
D. Clients
The main clients of the P-BEAST are graphical interactive Web-based monitoring data displays and dashboards.
SPLUNK [7] is one possible candidate for the P-BEAST graphical user interface. P-BEAST supports a text output format adapted to import data to SPLUNK. SPLUNK saves and indices imported data in own database, which results in quite big latency for visualization of large amount of data imported on request. Also it is not clear, how to remove data from such database, when they are no longer needed. Nevertheless the advantages of SPLUNK are horizontal scaling, rich querying and data transformation facilities, and sophisticated graphical Web interfaces.
Another approach is to use a lightweight in-memory database for P-BEAST data imported on user request, to perform required data transformations (down-sampling, aggregations) and to render plots on the client side using a dynamic chart library. The Redis in-memory database [8] has been successfully used in a prototype together with Dygraphs JavaScript chart library [9] as shown on figure 5: Also, the data stored on P-BEAST will be used for offline verification of the ATLAS Shifter Assistant (SA) [10] behavior. One of the SA component will be able to reconstruct IS objects from P-BEAST data and to inject them for offline simulation of real data taking run conditions. P-BEAST provides as well command line text utilities to query P-BEAST repositories and servers using partition, class and attribute names, the regular expression for object names and the time intervals selection criteria.
E. Test Results
The new P-BEAST implementation has been tested during TDAQ technical runs and ATLAS milestone runs. The main emphasis was to test performance of the receiver in real environment close to future Run 2 conditions. Figure 6 presents IS callbacks and data points insertion rates (in Hz).
One can see that a single receiver is capable to sustain 600 kHz data points insertion rate processing 45K IS callbacks per second. After compaction the non-modified values are filtered out. Final rates of updated data points and modified objects saved to P-BEAST files are shown on figure 7: Fig. 7 . The rates of modified objects and updated attributes after compaction There were no P-BEAST non-responsive client IS problems occurred during last tests.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the tests performed during TDAQ technical and ATLAS milestone runs show that the new P-BEAST service is able to gather and to save IS monitoring data at conditions similar to production environment without loosing any piece of the data using a single computer. Nevertheless the design of the service allows running multiple instances for horizontal scalability if needed. The file format based on Google protocol buffer encoding allows to efficiently compact numeric values and to compress data with the zip algorithm keeping random access to data point series by object names. Thus the gathering and storage functionality of new P-BEAST has been validated.
The architecture of the service allows to store and to access data using repositories located inside Point-1 and external EOS service. The CORBA-based interface will allow to read data by clients written on different programming languages and running on computers which have no direct access to the files stored on P-BEAST repositories. There are prototypes for Web-based graphical browsers and dashboards of the P-BEAST data. There are no known problems with this approach and ongoing development should result in a fully functional graphical backend on a short timescale.
